In accordance with the EMUNI University Work Programme 2009 and the decisions adopted at the 2nd Senate session on 26 and 27 June 2009, EMUNI University is issuing a Call for Concepts for EMUNI projects 1-09.

NAME AND SEAT OF THE UNIVERSITY
EMUNI University, Sončna pot 20, SI-6320 Portorož, Slovenia

GENERAL ELIGIBILITY CONDITIONS
Institutions which are eligible to apply:
   a) Members of EMUNI University,
   b) Institutions which will become members in November 2009,
   c) Institutions, networks and other legal entities that have signed any kind of agreement and are cooperating with EMUNI University.

GENERAL AIMS
- To enhance the cooperation between higher education institutions in the field of research and implement and/or develop the study programmes.
- To contribute to the intercultural dialogue, open learning and teaching opportunities of the Union for the Mediterranean (UfM) and contribute to the integration of Euro-Mediterranean Higher Education Area.
- To promote diversity and equal opportunities in the field of education.
- To stimulate the mobility of professors and students from all over the world, especially from Euro-Mediterranean countries.
- To build a challenging and innovative teaching and learning environment that will attract outstanding students.
- To develop training-professional programmes in line with the UfM priorities.

CONCEPTS FOR EMUNI PROJECTS

Specific aims and expected results:
The main aim is to gather ideas for EMUNI involvement in different long or short term projects. The project proposals must be in accordance with EMUNI's mission and activities. The project ideas, gathered with this call, are proposals in the preliminary faze.

Application deadline:
The applications need to be submitted on the prescribed application form with obligatory enclosures and should be sent by regular mail to EMUNI University, Sončna pot 20, 6320 Portorož, Slovenia and by e-mail to tina.jazbec@emuni.si. Only duly completed applications signed by the legal representative of the applicant institution can be accepted.

Selection Process:
Submitted applications will be reviewed, evaluated and selected by the commission, appointed by the President of EMUNI University. The proposals, confirmed by the commission, will be given the possibility of presentation at EMUNI Senate and Management Board Sessions.
Formal selection conditions:
- The project proposal should be linked to the priority areas of the UfM (De-pollution of the Mediterranean, Maritime and Land Highways, Civil Protection, Alternative Energies, Higher Education and Research, Mediterranean Business Development Initiative) or should promote intercultural dialogue within the Euro-Mediterranean region and contribute to the establishment and to harmonization of Higher Education and Research area and as well to the development of the wider social-economic and cultural environment in EUROMED.
- Project proposal’s objectives, eligibility, financial plan and other criteria should suit to EMUNI’s mission and activities.
- The project proposal should be feasible in the frame of EMUNI partnership.
- The visibility of EMUNI within the project actions should be assured.

Financial applications:
No cost will be covered in the phase of the submission of proposals for study programmes. When the programme will be implemented as a joint study programme, EMUNI University will support the programme with scholarships for students and cover the mobility costs for professors.

SUBMISSION OF APPLICATIONS
The applicant institution needs to use the prescribed application form. The applications with obligatory enclosures should be submitted by regular mail to EMUNI University, Sončna pot 20, 6320 Portorož, Slovenia and by e-mail (depends on the particular project).

Documents:
- AppFormEMUNIConcepts_1-09-I-EN

Obligatory enclosures:
- TempInstFormConcepts_1-09-I-EN
- CV of the responsible person